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SHOCK CLAIM: Aliens have been discovered living HERE
â€¦
https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/654348/SHOCK-CLAIM-Aliens...
Mar 22, 2016 · Watch video · SHOCK CLAIM: Aliens have been discovered living HERE
on EARTH SHOCK CLAIM: Aliens have been discovered living HERE on EARTH ALIEN
communities have been established here on EARTH, and they are thriving, according to a
story circulating among UFO conspiracists.

5 Alien Species in Contact With Earth Right Now | â€¦
humansarefree.com/2015/06/5-alien-species-in-contact-with-earth.html
These are the 5 main races in contact with earth. Again, I would like to stress that this is
not New Age mumbo jumbo. This information comes from the highest levels of the
military industrial complex, government, and first hand contacts. There are many more in
contact with us right now, and many more who desire to contact us.
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Are Humans Actually Aliens on Earth? | Gaia
https://www.gaia.com/lp/content/are-humans-actually-aliens-on-earth
The aliens living on Earth look very similar to humans. They have a head, two eyes, a
mouth, two legs and two arms. They regularly study humans and take sperm, DNA and
other bodily samples.

NASA CONFIRMS ALIEN INVASION! | Weekly World
News
weeklyworldnews.com/aliens/37178/nasa-confirms-alien-invasion
If we act now, we can co-exist peacefully with the aliens. In a stunning announcement
today, NASA confirmed Frank Lakeâ€™s reportage. â€œAliens have been invading our
planet in ever-increasing numbers,â€� warns a report from NASA.

Aliens Aren't Coming...They're Already Here
www.thewatcherfiles.com/aliens_are_coming.html
There are two sources now trying to alert, warn, and condition mankind as to what is
coming. One, the government, who will tell you half truths as to who and what these
aliens are. The second, are the Watchmen of God.

Aliens are living among us, declares former high ranking
...
www.ibtimes.co.uk › World
A former Canadian defence minister has claimed that aliens are real and has accused
world leaders of keeping their presence on Earth, a secret. Paul Hellyer, who was the
North American country's defence minister from 1963 to 1967, is now urging world
powers to release what he believes to be hidden ...

Aliens on earth have been around for a long time
www.alieninfluence.com/aliens-on-earth.html
Throughout history, there have been aliens on earth. Some have helped and some have
hindered. And sometimes we get to see them.

â€œAt Least 4 Known Alien Species Have Been Visiting
Earth ...
www.collective-evolution.com/2014/01/06/at-least-4-known-alien...
There is good reason to believe, and a lot of evidence to suggest, that some of these
UFOs are indeed extraterrestrial space craft rather than military, and the activities of the
agencies responsible for these programs go far beyond just tracking them, and into
actually contact with various extraterrestrial races, other classified technological â€¦
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6:36 HD

5 Alien Races in Contact
with Earth Right Now

YouTube · 8/26/2017 ·

3:16 HD

NASA reports seeing the
1st confirmed alien object

YouTube · 11/22/2017 ·

0:50

Why aliens on 'super-
Earth' planets may not be

USATODAY · 4/23/2018
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